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Address from
the president
AS THE newly appointed
president of Aberdeen &
Grampian Chamber of Commerce,
I am hugely honoured to have
been asked to represent the
business community in the Northeast of Scotland.
Having served on the Chamber board
for seven years and as a council
member previously, I have a good
understanding of how the Chamber
operates and was extremely proud to
be associated with the organisation
when it won the UK Chamber of the
Year award in 2014.
I hope to contribute as much as I
can over the next two years to the
overall aim of the Chamber, which is to
provide the ultimate business network,
however I have two particular areas
that I hope to focus on.
It is no surprise to anyone reading
this that the North-east economy is
experiencing a downturn as a result
of the low oil price and the resulting
impact on many businesses in the
area, not only those in the energy
sector.
I want to ensure that the Chamber and
the services we offer are as relevant to
local companies and members during
these difficult times as they are when
business is booming.
This may mean changing our
approach or adapting some of the
services we offer.

The Chamber will continue to consult
with members and seek feedback to
ensure we continue to offer relevant
and quality services.
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My other focus will be on investing in
the next generation.
Many members report skills shortages
and problems recruiting staff as
significant challenges to business
growth.
We need to do all we can to grow
talent within our businesses and make
Aberdeen and Aberdeenshire a great
place to live and work.
I hope to be a role model for young
women in particular, and would like to
see more opportunities for people with
a disability in the workplace.
As the CEO of a large third sector
organisation, I am pleased to see social
enterprises and charities getting the
profile they deserve.
The third sector is a significant
employer and contributor to the local
economy and many outstanding
organisations are featured in the
Bulletin this month.
I look forward to working
with you all over the next
two years and please do
contact me if there is
anything I, or the Chamber,
can do to support you and
your business.

Edel Harris
President
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Premier
Partners

Want to learn more?

Contact Liam Smyth, Membership Director
T 01224 343920
E liam.smyth@agcc.co.uk
4

We thank our Premier Partners
for their continued support of
the Chamber.
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“Developing the skills, mindset and
culture that promotes innovation…
will be a feature of those who flourish
in the future”
Steve McCreadie
CEO,
The Lens
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Third sector
feature
Looking
into the lens
WHEN Steve McCreadie is explaining
"The Lens" - an initiative which could
enable charities to become more
effective and sustainable - he highlights
the example of Dick Fosbury, one of
the most influential athletes in the
history of track and field.
Fosbury was a high jumper who realised that
by continuing to jump in the traditional way
- going over the bar face down - his personal
best would remain a long way short of the
height required for Olympic gold.
He decided to look at the problem differently
and, with the help of supportive coaches, to
do things differently.
His approach was revolutionary and he
ignored the initial ridicule which he attracted
by switching to jumping over the bar face up.
However the ridicule turned to respect when
he won gold at the Mexico Olympics in 1968
with a new record and the Fosbury flop
remains the dominant high jump style half a
century on.
The lesson from that is that looking at
familiar challenges in a different way and
addressing them differently, providing you
have the appropriate support, can bring
spectacular results.
"The Lens", which was developed by
Steve McCreadie for Aberlour - Scotland's
Children's Charity, follows the same
principles in encouraging intrapreneurship
and innovation.
Demand for public services is increasing as
the ability to provide them decreases, and
one estimate suggests that by 2025 there
will be £42billion less to spend on them so
the status quo is not an option.
Things have to change and The Lens can
help people see familiar challenges in public
service delivery in a new light and enhance
their skills to help them deliver services more
effectively and in a more sustainable way.

The three-year programme won the backing
of the Scottish Government after McCreadie,
director of The Lens at Aberlour, secured
an hour with deputy First Minister John
Swinney when he was able to convince him
of its potential.
"The Lens has been specifically designed to
foster an internal culture of innovation and
creativity within voluntary organisations in
Scotland," he said.
"The third sector is faced with a number
of challenges which threaten its ability to
provide sustainable care for those who need
it.
“The Lens is an opportunity for people to see
these problems from a different perspective
and turn challenges into opportunities.
“The projects pitched within The Lens will
give children, young people and families the
support they desperately need.
"Developing the skills, mindset and culture
that promotes innovation and engages the
workforce in service design and change will
be a feature of those who flourish in the
future."
After an organisation has secured funding
from The Lens, which is being supported
by the Scottish Government for its initial
three years, an investment fund is created
through grants and loans to which any
"intrapreneurs" within the organisation can
bid for funds for an idea in a competitive
process.

85%

of intrapreneurs
thought it helped
develop their
ideas

The applicants are supported throughout the
competition by The Lens staff.
They receive individual and group support
and are trained in business modelling,
building value propositions and pitching.
In parallel, a specially trained group of
judges - peers of the intrapreneurs – is drawn
internally from within the organisation. It
is these peers who review and determine
which innovations, if any, are supported by
the investment fund. 
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 The finalists receive a higher level of
support from The Lens to prepare them for
the high profile grand final.
Winning intrapreneurs receive a cash
investment and individual mentoring for up
to six months from a Cranfield Trust mentor.
They become a priority for organisational
resources such as finance, fundraising or
business development.
Other finalists receive a place within a
dedicated workshop, may receive individual
mentoring for up to three months and
may become a priority for organisational
resources. They will also be guaranteed
another opportunity to pitch for investment
when their idea has been developed further.
Aberlour has already successfully completed
two Lens projects and Steve is in talks with
several major Scottish charities keen to
adopt the principles.

“The major focus
of The Lens is
intrapreneurship
and innovation and
how organisations
release the
creativity of staff
to create the kind
of business models
that are required in
the future”
Steve McCreadie

"I would expect many of the ideas the
charities create will be about services which
are preventative in nature and by intervening

early they will lead to savings in the public
purse.
“However the primary drive and the thing
that motivates intrapreneurs in the third
sector is how to make a difference to
people and, as well as applying to any third
sector organisation, this could apply to any
business.
"The major focus of The Lens is
intrapreneurship and innovation and how
organisations release the creativity of staff to
create the kind of business models that are
required in the future.
"I was pretty worried at first that people
either wouldn't have the ideas or wouldn't
have the confidence to come forward but I
was proved wrong on both counts.
“What needs to be in place are the strategic
enablers across an organisation which give
people the confidence to bring those ideas
forward and shape those ideas in the right
way to balance both the impact for people
and the sustainability."

More information can be found at www.lensperspectives.org.uk

Lens looking for corporate partner
Steve McCreadie is seeking a corporate partner committed to - or already very good
at - intrapreneurship and adding social value.
"Most businesses are very aware that business for good is good for business," he
said.
"There is a tremendous similarity whether they are doing that in a private business or
a charity and every private sector business is facing the same challenges about how
to innovate and prepare for the future while balancing day-to-day delivery.
"We would love to find a corporate partner with an intense interest in
intrapreneurship and innovation who wants to learn alongside The Lens about how
to harness the energy and creativity within its own workforce.
“Lots of companies have research and development departments which are
separate units - so how do you harness the creativity of the rest of the workforce
and get them thinking?
"The Lens was created by making new connections across private, third and public
sectors.
“It is this synergy that helps people to do what Fosbury did, and to see, think and do
things differently.
“Working collaboratively with partners from the private sector would bring mutual
benefits such as increased innovation and social value.
“This is primarily about intelligence, insight and knowledge so we can get better at
making sure that we drive this thing called intrapreneurship."
Further information can be found at vimeo.com/TheLens
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"The third sector in
Scotland [has] a value to
the economy of £4.9billion"

Safety film takes Silver Screen award
SIGNAL2NOISE, an Aberdeen-based digital media production company, has
won a Silver Screen award at the prestigious US International Film & Video
Festival.
Acknowledging creative excellence in corporate video productions since 1967,
the festival received over 1,000 entries from 34 countries.
Come Home Safe is a short, dramatic film to help launch a global safety
campaign for DP World, the world’s leading port operator. Aimed at employees
at all levels, the film was challenged with transforming safety performance across
a global organisation with a culturally diverse workforce.
SIGNAL2NOISE partnered with Dubai’s Aether Media to create an ambitious,
compelling story that combined drama with seamless special effects.
SIGNAL2NOISE’s creative director Jayson Clarke, said that filming in Dubai’s
huge Jebel Ali port proved extremely challenging.
Language was also a challenge as the film could not rely on dialogue. A bespoke
music score was composed and recorded to help tell the story and emphasise
the drama.

SIGNAL2NOISE filming with Dubai's
Aether Media

—

President steps aside
AFTER more than two decades, Downhole Products’ president Ian Kirk has
stepped aside to be succeeded by Mark Dundee.
Ian helped found the company in 1994 and has steered the organisation from its
roots in the back of an Aberdeen motorcycle repair shop. Ian and his partners
Bill Baron and Alistair Clark grew the business from a UK-based company to
a global firm with regional offices in Dubai, Kuala Lumpur and Houston. More
recently Downhole Products set up sales offices in Azerbaijan, Vietnam and
Australia as well as localised manufacturing plants in China, Indonesia, Malaysia,
Saudi Arabia and the USA.

—

Mariner contracts
ALL the largest contracts for the operational phase on the Statoil operated
Mariner field, worth more than £1billion, have been awarded to companies
established in Aberdeen.
In the tendering process for operational contract scopes we are pleased to
experience excellent capacity and quality in the UK supply chain," said Gunnar
Breivik, managing director for Statoil Production UK and head of the company’s
Aberdeen office.

Downhole Products' Mark Dundee
and Ian Kirk

The contract for production chemicals and services for the field was awarded
to Baker Hughes Limited in the UK. Baker Hughes will design and supply
production chemicals and services to the Mariner field under an eight year
contract.
The Mariner platform is currently under construction and production is
scheduled to start in 2017.
The Mariner project entails investments of more than £4.5billion and the field is
expected to produce for at least 30 years with average production of around
55,000 barrels of oil per day over the plateau period.
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New service from Frontier
FRONTIER International, specialists in international oil and gas resourcing, has
announced the launch of a dedicated materials management service in response
to growing demand from clients for cost reduction initiatives.
Well known for providing personnel and associated services to the industry’s
major operators, the company has, until now, offered materials management
services exclusively on request. To date, Frontier has undertaken three major
campaigns, which have been carried out for international operators in Aberdeen.
The launch of this service to the wider market takes the current industry climate
into account, allowing clients to take advantage of the cost reductions associated
with materials management, including short term cash flow from disposal of
surplus/obsolete inventory, reduced storage costs, re-negotiation of supplier
contracts and optimum utilisation of existing inventory.
Frontier International's chairman Mark
Clarke and managing director Paul
Radcliffe

Frontier chairman, Mark Clarke said: “The oil and gas sector is facing real
challenges right now, so it makes sense for us to open up one of the most
effective cost reduction exercises that a major operator or service company can
undertake."

—

Collaboration makes Cross City Connections
A COLLABORATION of three companies has been appointed by Aberdeen
City Council in partnership with Nestrans to undertake the Aberdeen Cross City
Connections study.
SIAS, Peter Brett Associates and Energised Environments are to work together
on delivering the study.
The purpose of the study is to consider transport connections between new
areas of development (both housing and employment) on the periphery of
Aberdeen and in areas of Aberdeenshire close to the Aberdeen City boundary, in
conjunction with the Aberdeen Western Peripheral Route.

AA Rosettes for Chester

SAP support from Absoft

Middle East expansion

THE Chester Hotel has achieved
two AA Rosettes for its fine
dining restaurant, IX Restaurant.

ABSOFT has secured a contract
with TOTAL Exploration and
Production UK Ltd to provide SAP
support services for its North Sea
operations, some of which are
around the clock.

CORETRAX has strengthened
its position in the Middle East by
opening an office in Abu Dhabi,
its fourth base in the region,
totalling a $2million investment.

The aim of the Rosette scheme
is to provide AA Members, its
guidebook readers and the
general public with reliable
information about where to eat.
Two rosettes are awarded to
"excellent restaurants that aim
for and achieve higher standards
and better consistency" and a
"greater precision is apparent
in the cooking, and obvious
attention to the selection of
quality ingredients."
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Under the three-year agreement,
Absoft will supply front office
support from a team of dedicated
consultants based onsite at
TOTAL’s Aberdeen office in the
UK, as well as provision of remote
support services from Absoft’s
SAP Partner Centre of Excellence.
The SAP support agreement
covers key disciplines including HR,
finance, joint venture accounting,
operations and maintenance,
projects and supply chain
management.

Four personnel work from the
base and this is expected to
grow to 14 within the next 12
months as the company expands
to another office and warehouse
based in Mussafah, southwest of
the city.
Coretrax, which offers a wide
range of downhole tools and
services with applications across
the well life cycle, currently has
bases in Saudi Arabia and Dubai,
which have been operational for
24 and 12 months respectively.
The company also has a base
in Ebril, Iraq and a team of 14 is
currently employed across all
Middle East bases.
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Glencraft on the move
SOCIAL enterprise Glencraft has moved to new 21,000sqft premises between
Whitemyres Avenue and the Lang Stracht.
The purpose-built factory and showroom allows for a more streamlined
manufacturing process of Glencraft’s products and has upgraded the working
environment of 46 employees, around 80% of whom are disadvantaged,
disabled or visually impaired.
Glencraft’s clients include a number of the UK’s leading hotels, NorthLink Ferries
and Entiér, Scotland's largest independent contract catering and support
services company.
Graham McWilliam, who has taken up the position of general manager at
Glencraft, said: “It has been a fantastic few months for the entire Glencraft team.
Moving into our new premises has been a milestone for our company and being
shortlisted for the Social Enterprise of the Year Award category at the Private
Business Awards, which are highly regarded and respected in the UK business
sector, gives us a real sense of pride."

Glencraft's chairman Duncan
Skinner and general manager
/ executive director and trustee
Graham McWilliam

Earlier this month, the company launched several of its established products
online with Argos, the UK’s largest mattress retailer, and has since received a
number of orders from across the UK.

—

ABNCommunity growing
AN INNOVATIVE online community for businesses in the
North-east has reached a significant landmark with the
announcement of its 5,000th member.
ABNCommunity.com, run by business development and
networking specialist Aberdeen Business Network (ABN), is
a free-to-use member website dedicated to supporting the
growth of other businesses and organisations.
Described as Aberdeen’s own version of LinkedIn,
ABNCommunity is Scotland’s largest independent online
business community. The membership encompasses all
business sectors in Aberdeen and Aberdeenshire, from
one-person companies to multinationals, as well as the
education, public and charity sectors.

—

Award win for Aberdeen Library
ABERDEEN’S Library and Information Service is one of
only four library services in the UK to win a Marketing
Excellence Award from the Chartered Institute of Library
and Information Professionals (CILIP).
Their involvement in the Wild Dolphins project in summer
2014 won this year’s Silver Award for Marketing Excellence,
judged by the institute’s Publicity and Public Relations
Group (PPRG).
As part of the project, "A School of Dolphins," more than
30 miniature dolphin sculptures were displayed in libraries
across Aberdeen, as part of the Wild Dolphins art project
between June and August 2014.
Children were encouraged to visit their local library during
the school holidays to view the sculptures and find out more
about the services and resources available. Throughout the
period, public libraries in Aberdeen received an additional
38,805 visitors compared to the same period in 2013 and
signed up nearly 2,500 new members.
11
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Investing in
social impact
schemes
THE chief executive of Aberdeen YMCA has
developed a unique solution to funding programmes
to address social issues in this age of austerity when
budgets are shrinking and demand is increasing.
There are now almost 30 "social impact bonds" in operation
across the UK and Ian Marr established the first, and so far
the only one in Scotland, when he was based in Perth.
It was a great success offering a good return to investors,
savings to the Department of Work and Pensions, and
helped scores of unemployed or disengaged youngsters
get back on track.
However he found the system, which had been devised by
former merchant bankers, unnecessarily complex and set
about creating a simplified version which the YMCA and
other third sector organisations could easily implement.
Now, in partnership with Morton Fraser Solicitors, YMCA
Scotland has created template legal documents which
can be used to govern the relationship between the
three partners involved in the Social Impact Investment
Partnership (SIIP).
The Delivery Partner designs a service to address a need in
the community, usually providing an early intervention and
prevention service which supports people to make more
positive lifestyle choices.

“If you are short of
money, you can't
afford to spend
it on prevention …
three or four years
down the line, it will
come back and bite
you”
Ian Marr

In Perth, the delivery partner was the YMCA working
with 100 young people every year for three years with
the undertaking that 60 a year would achieve a positive
outcome - secure a job, go to college or obtain a
qualification.
Of the 13 Investment Partners who invested a total of
£300,000 a year for three years, 12 lived locally and wanted
to make a difference to their own community. They
invested between £5,000 and £50,000 for an agreed
interest rate of return. This rate of return is averaging 4-6%
in the bonds across the country.
The investment partners, who have tended to be familiar
in dealing in stocks and shares, provide the working capital
over the agreed period and there is provision for a sliding
scale of protection for their capital. For example if 50% of
the outcomes are achieved, the capital is guaranteed; if 75%
of the outcomes are achieved then 50% of the interest is
also guaranteed; and if 100% of the outcomes are achieved
all the interest is guaranteed.
The Outcome Partner is most likely to be a government
department which has a statutory obligation to provide
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The three partners in
Social Impact Investment
partnership

a given service which the delivery
partner in the SIIP can provide - but
the outcome partner could be any
organisation with a vested interest in
ensuring that a given set of outcomes
are achieved in a cost effective way.
"I can see circumstances in which
the outcome partner in the Northeast of Scotland could be a consortia
of oil companies on a corporate
social responsibility basis to address
environmental issues," said Ian.
"If the delivery partner achieves the
agreed outcome, the outcome partner
repays the investment partner their
investment plus interest.
“The outcome partner is able to
calculate what they will save possibly
in housing benefits, jobseekers
allowance, health and other costs as
a result of the preventative service
provided by the delivery partner.
"Not only will they save money but
they only pay for the outcomes which
are definitely achieved so it is almost
like a no-win, no-fee basis.
"They are also paying in arrears
which means they don't have to stop
something they are currently involved
in to start something which might not
work.
“They can continue the existing service
while trialling the new service; they
only pay for the latter in two or three
years time when they know that it has
definitely worked.

"You are increasing the velocity of the
money. The key for me is it is about
prevention - spending money to save
money.
“When you are in the position we are
at the moment of shrinking budgets
for public services inevitably you are
going to focus on the short-term and
push money to acute services.
“If you are short of money, you can't
afford to spend it on prevention and
while you can do that for a year or two,
three or four years down the line it will
come back and bite you.
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Delivery
partner
designs a service to
address a need in
the community

Investment
partner
provides the
working capital

"I think there is tremendous potential in
SIIPs and there is a significant interest
in what we have developed. I was over
in Rome recently talking about it."
The SIIP template package which the
YMCA can supply offers two template
legal agreements - one between the
delivery partner and the investment
partners via the limited company
which is set up to hold the funds and
drip feed them during the life of the
scheme. The second is between the
delivery partner and the outcome
partner and the specific outcomes
agreed are simply added to the
template agreement.

Outcome
partner
provides a
given service

The package also includes guidance
notes on the preparation of an
information memorandum for
use with potential investors and
draft memorandum and articles
of association to form the limited
company.
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Ken Milroy MBE

The Foyer: it's all about
the win, win, win
by Ken Milroy MBE,
chief executive,
Aberdeen Foyer
2015/16 marks the Foyer’s 20th
year in business.
An appropriate time for us to
reflect on what has changed,
what we’ve achieved and what
we’ve learned to shape what we
do in the future.

“In key areas of
public policy and
service delivery,
social enterprises
have moved from
the periphery to
centre stage”

The Foyer was launched in 1995 with
a clear charitable mission and a vision
to provide a safe place to stay for
young people who were homeless or
at risk of homelessness, enable people
to move towards and into work,
improve access to health services
and promote healthy lifestyles and to
be enterprising; develop and operate
businesses to support our work.
While we have grown significantly and
broadened our reach and impact, our
core activities and services remain
aligned to the founding vision - it’s who
we are and where we are effective.
Sadly the need for our services
continues.
What I think has changed is the role,
relevance and significance of social
enterprises like the Foyer in the fabric
of our communities and in our broader
economy, particularly in delivering
essential public services.
In key areas of public policy and
service delivery, social enterprises have
moved from the periphery to centre
stage.
This is evident in health and social care
and employment support alongside
social housing, art, culture and
economic development.
Charitable bodies rely on a range of
sources for their income; individual
and corporate giving, grants from
charitable trusts, public bodies and
major charitable funding from the
Lottery, to name but a few.
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As a social enterprise, the major part
of our income, now some £4.3million,
is from sales and service agreements/
contracts.
Many contracts are payment by
results, not just in our commercial
business ventures, Foyer Graphics,
Foyer Works and Roadwise Driver
Training.
We are a serious undertaking with all
the same regulation and compliance
requirements that impact on private
business, the accountability and value
for money of the public sector with
the added compliance of charitable
regulation.
The third sector in Scotland is a major
employer with 138,000 employees and
a value to the economy of £4.9billion.
The Foyer is a significant local
business, employing some 100
people plus an additional 16 Roadwise
franchisees.
As a social business, it is vital we have
sound and robust governance.
This is a key area where the wider
business community can, and does,
play a vital role as board members.
Many of our board members come
from an active business day job within
various industry sectors.
All are volunteers so it is hopefully not
a big ask of busy people as it brings
much welcomed commercial and
business acumen to help ensure a
sound and sustainable organisation.
Their involvement is a way of giving
back, providing some community
benefit and helping others in a way
their day jobs do not necessarily
afford.
A win, win for the individual and the
Foyer.

We housed 116 people, 695 people gained
qualifications through our education and
training services to be more work ready
and 873 people moved into employment,
training or volunteering.
Being in employment is often the most
important and lasting change we can help
effect.
That’s where businesses come in – you are
the employers.
These are the people you need now or in
the future in your business.
Government may contract with us to help
make someone more employable but we
are merely part of the supply chain for your
future staff.
Help us to help you.
What works is ensuring what we do to help
someone be work-ready is align our work
with your needs in industry and business.
Over the years we’ve recognised how we
need to understand your entry-level work
force requirements and to tailor what we
do to that need, even involving you in the
design of our programmes.
Consequently we have focused at different
times on key areas where there have been
skills shortages, e.g. construction, care,
retail, hospitality, oil and gas services.
Recruitment can be a costly business so
engagement with us can be a win, win,
win for the individual, the business and the
Foyer.
Over the years we have sought to be
enterprising in our approach by establishing
businesses.

In 1999 we launched our first business,
Foyer Graphics, a very successful and highly
regarded design studio.
For a number of years we successfully
operated the Foyer Restaurant & Gallery
and the Foyer at HMT under contract with
Aberdeen Performing Arts.
We also ran a Ben and Jerry’s franchise.
Our acquisition of Roadwise Driver Training
in 2012 led to the first driving school in
Scotland to operate as part of a social
enterprise and our property maintenance
business, Foyer Works, continues to
develop well as a social firm.

“The third sector
in Scotland is a
major employer
with 138,000
employees and
a value to the
economy of
£4.9billion”
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Last year we worked with 2,345 people
through the Foyer and delivered services
to around 650 customers through our
businesses.

Our business ventures are not why we exist
but they undoubtedly add considerable
value, giving us much greater recognition
in the wider community beyond our core
services and critically allowing you, ‘the
customer’, to engage with us on a businessto-business basis.
All profit from our commercial ventures
supports the wider work of the Foyer.
When things are tight for individuals and
businesses, charitable giving and support
can suffer, so engaging with us by buying
from our businesses will maintain good
individual and corporate social responsibility
as well having a direct relevance to your
needs.
As we all think about the community we
want to be part of in Aberdeen City and
Shire over the next decade and beyond,
let’s ensure we recognise the worth and vital
role social enterprises can and will play.
We have already stepped up to the plate it’s all about finding the win, win, win!
www.aberdeenfoyer.com
f: /aberdeenfoyer
t: @aberdeenfoyer
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Managing
the gift of
time
IN A few weeks’ time, Ann and Howard Johnson of
Blaze Manufacturing will watch with delight as 10
members of their workforce torture themselves in
one of Scotland's most arduous challenges on Royal
Deeside.

Howard and Ann Johnson of Blaze Manufacturing

The team from the Laurencekirk oil & gas industry fire
safety protection company are competing in the Prime Four
Beast Race at Banchory and their efforts will help transform
the lives of orphaned children in Tanzania, many of whom
live on the streets.
By scrambling over 12ft walls, wading shoulder-high
through a bog, crawling under barbed wire and another
17 obstacles over a 10km course, the team hopes the
sponsorship they receive will go a long way to raising the
£3,700 target to pay for a home for a family of orphaned
children.
When that target is reached, Blaze has committed to
allowing five of the staff an extra week’s paid holiday and to
pay their expenses to allow them to travel to Africa to build
the house.

“There are one or
two who are really
fit but they have to
finish as a team and
they are all working
together”
Ann Johnson

The Government has pledged to "publish in due course"
proposals to give employees of large companies up to three
days leave to volunteer, but Blaze - with just 32 employees is leading the way.
The company was established in Ann and Howard’s
garden shed in 2006, and after moving from there to a
home extension and then portable modules on a chicken
farm, they invested in new headquarters on Laurencekirk
Business Park last year.
Their sons Jamie, 24, and Andrew, 21, have joined the
business which will reach £19million turnover this year
and in addition to its 32 permanent staff, it has a contract
workforce of 80 on which it can call.
Blaze has always been, and remains, an active supporter of
local causes but earlier this year Ann and Howard attended
an evening event at the invitation of a friend to find out
about the work of the Vine Trust.
"I had always wanted to meet Princess Anne, who was
there, and I wasn't disappointed," Ann said.
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"However I went along thinking it would be 'just another
African charity’ because there are so many of them - but I
couldn't have been more wrong.
“Albert Bogle (the chairman and founder of Vine Trust)
was just the most fantastic person and he spoke with such
passion.
“It came across as a happy charity which is actually working
and you can have a major impact with a small amount of
money.
“For £3,700 you can build a house for a family of children
in Tanzania who have orphaned, predominantly due to HIV/
AIDS, but also treatable diseases such as TB and malaria.
They will then be looked after by local church members.

Blaze employees will be taking part in the Prime Four Beast
Race next month. Details of the race can be found at
www.beastrace.co.uk. Photos courtesy of Prime Four Beast
Race

"They have an initiative to mark the trust's 30th anniversary
called Vine Trust 300. They are trying to secure companies
or individuals to sign up to raise £1,000 a year for three
years and we were so impressed we signed up that night.
"We were worried what the staff might think about helping
a charity in Africa when there are so many charities here
but the reaction was fantastic and they decided to launch a
whole series of fundraising activities from more sedate ones
to the Beast Race.
“The 10 who are taking part in it are not a superfit bunch.
There are one or two who are really fit but they have to
finish as a team and they are all working together.
“It has been a massive motivator for the workforce but it
looks like 10km of sheer hell to me and while I have said to
them I will support them to the hilt I have also told them
'There is no way I would be taking part.'
"We are going to give them an extra week off and we will
also pay their expenses to go and build the house and the
only problem has been that everyone wants to help.
“We will have to draw the names out of a hat or do
something similar to decide who goes and we will also
consider repeating the exercise so everyone who wants has
the opportunity."

“It has been a
massive motivator
for the workforce
but it looks like
10km of sheer hell
to me”
Ann Johnson
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AAB named as top tax team
ANDERSON Anderson & Brown LLP (AAB), chartered accountants, has retained
the title of "Tax Team of the Year," at the 2015 Scottish Accountancy & Finance
Awards, with client service and innovative solutions being the focus of the award.
Graeme Allan, managing partner said: "We are delighted with this national
recognition of the exceptional talent and innovation within our tax team, one
of the largest and most diverse in Scotland. It is fantastic to see our firm’s
achievements being viewed positively by independent bodies, recognising that
the efforts and successes of our experienced and committed team of individuals
is contributing positively to our clients’ business operations.”

Anne Fairpo, immediate past
president of the Chartered Institute
of Taxation, presented the award
to AAB tax partners Gill Pryde and
Sheena Anderson

The firm has been successful in these awards in the past having been awarded
‘Tax Team of the Year’ at the 2014 awards, ‘Accountancy Firm of the Year’ in 2013,
‘Best Small Firm’ and ‘Fastest Growing Firm’ in 2009 and ‘Best Team of the Year’
(corporate finance) in 2010. This is also the tenth consecutive year that the firm’s
corporate finance team has topped the Insider league tables as the accountants
having completed and initiated the most deals in Scotland each year from
2005–14.

—

More environmental success for Elan
ÉLAN Hair Design was the joint winner of the Environmental Leadership prize
at the Scottish Business in the Community (SBC) Awards, recognition of the
company’s commitment to sustainability.
Élan shared the honour with The Crown Estate at the event which was attended
by Prince Charles, the Duke of Rothesay.
SBC is a member of the Prince’s Charities, a group of not-for-profit organisations
of which the Prince is president.
This latest success means Élan’s innovative green solution has won 17 awards,
having been shortlisted for honours on 61 occasions.

Jane Wood, CEO of SBC and
Lauren Milton of Élan Hair Design

Élan’s eco-friendly project includes the use of recyclable materials, photo-voltaic
panels to generate electricity, solar thermal panels to provide energy for hot
water, LED lighting that uses 80% less electricity and environmentally-friendly
basins that cut water consumption by 64%.

—

Oilseed plant planned for Oldmeldrum
NORVITE has invested more than £600,000 in a new plant for crushing oilseeds
at South Blackbog, Oldmeldrum in Aberdeenshire.
The new plant, the Norvite Expeller Oil Seeds (NEOS) plant, will cold-press
locally sourced oilseed rape to produce a high quality animal feed protein.
This protein rich meal, Neopro, will be blended into Norvite feed products and
the cold pressed rapeseed oil will also be marketed as an energy source for
animal feeds in the form of Neoflo.
Edward Smith, managing director of Norvite, said: “We are really excited about
this new venture as it is good news for the local agricultural industry; both for the
people who feed animals, and those that grow crops. It will provide an outlet for
oilseed rape which previously didn’t exist, potentially we could process up to 30%
of the crop grown in the North-east.”
The North-east of Scotland produces approximately 40- 45,000t of oilseed rape
annually and South Blackbog lies in the heart of this oilseed rape producing area,
ideally positioning it to utilise the crop with minimal environmental impact. At
present the entire crop is shipped from North-east ports for processing, in either
Kent or Rotterdam and Hamburg.
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Awards aplenty for NESS
NORTH East Sensory Services, (NESS), which is based in Aberdeen, with offices in Dundee
and Elgin, has won the Elevator Alick Buchanan-Smith Enterprising Communities Award,
just a week after winning the Trend Life With Style Community Award.
The Elevator award, which is organised by Elevator and main sponsor RBS Ahead for
Business, aims to recognise the achievements of local organisations which operate solely
for the benefit of their community. Judges were impressed by the outstanding support
NESS gives to the community and how the organisation goes beyond its remit and
provides genuine value to people with sensory impairments in the North-east.
The Trend Life With Style award also recognised the contribution of NESS to the
community of the North-east, and in particular by the outstanding support the organisation
gives to people of all ages with a visual or hearing impairment.

The award-winning
team at NESS

—

CCS facility gets green light from council
PLANNING permission has been granted by councillors for a world-first Carbon Capture
and Storage (CCS) facility on the Aberdeenshire coastline.
Shell UK Limited, with the support of SSE Generation Limited (SSE), wants to develop the
first commercial scale, gas-fired CCS project near Peterhead.
The project aims to capture a million tonnes of CO2 a year for 10-15 years at the existing
SSE power station at Boddam.
Councillors heard this type of development is needed to support the delivery of a
carbon capture and storage network to establish Scotland as a centre of expertise in this
technology.
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ADIL grows into top 10 position
INDEPENDENT energy consultancy ADIL is the only Scottish firm to make it
into the Top 10 of the 100 fastest-growing mid-market businesses in the UK and
Northern Ireland.
A report by specialist bank and asset management firm Investec assesses the
performance of mid-market businesses over a four-year period. ADIL’s growth,
which saw turnover rise to £33.5milion last year, secured the company 10th
position in the list.
Overall representation of Scottish businesses on the list declined by 29%
however, falling from seven to five. The highest rate of business growth was
reported to be in the north -est of England.

James Paton,
managing director,
ADIL

The Investec listing is the third accolade for the business in as many months, with
founder and managing director James Paton shortlisted in the Ernst and Young
Entrepreneur of the Year 2015 Award. The organisation was also listed in the Top
1000 companies to inspire Britain by the London Stock Exchange.

—
City centre visitors top two million a month
ABERDEEN city centre is averaging footfall of over two million per month
according to figures collated by business organisation Aberdeen Inspired.
The data, garnered in partnership with specialist retail intelligence company
Springboard, found that the heart of Aberdeen welcomed 2,005,958 visitors
throughout the month of May. April’s figure registered 2,022,501 while March
saw a footfall figure of 2,705,660. February was 2,240,720 with January totalling
2,201,561.
The ongoing research, which uses a network of sensors to provide anonymous
feedback on the movements of visitors to the area, is also finding that Union
Street continues to be an integral part of the city centre, averaging a monthly
footfall of 119,031 for 2015 so far.
The statistics also show that Market Street has an average footfall of 97,698;
Upperkirkgate has 74,865 and Belmont Street 51,839.

—
Taking a different look at diagnosis
AN AWARD-WINNING University of Aberdeen spin-out company has received
£1.4 illion to fund research to validate the use of eye movement abnormalities in
diagnosing major psychiatric disorders.
Saccade Diagnostics Ltd (SDx) received the award from the Department of
Health and Wellcome Trust through their joint Health Innovation Challenge Fund
scheme and will carry out the research in collaboration with teams from the
Universities of Aberdeen and of Edinburgh.
Although eye movement abnormalities have been known to be present in people
with psychiatric disorders for more than 100 years, they have not been thought
to be sensitive or specific enough to be clinically useful.
Unlike other branches of medicine, there are currently no objective tests to help
with the diagnosis of psychiatric disorders such as schizophrenia, bipolar disorder
and recurrent depression. Diagnosis is based solely on patient history, symptoms
and observed behaviour. This means that diagnoses are often unreliable and
patients may not get the best and most appropriate treatment.
However, new findings from Dr Philip Benson, a senior academic psychologist
and eye movement expert and Professor David St Clair, a practicing clinical
academic psychiatrist from the university, show that a range of tests based on
simple eye movement recordings taken by a fast camera as you watch pictures is
extremely effective at diagnosing a range of major psychiatric disorders.
20

SEADRILL, one of the largest drilling companies in the
world, has selected Maersk Training to deliver its well control
training globally under the accreditation of The International
Well Control Forum.
The agreement will cover more than 2,000 assistant drillers,
drillers, toolpushers, installation managers, derrickmen and
subsea engineers when they need to renew their well control
certification.
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Maersk contract

It will give Seadrill a standardised training process, which
previously involved more than 27 schools and ensure
improved safety and performance excellence.

—
Collaborative partnership
GLOBAL energy services companies LR Senergy and PEAK
Ltd have entered into a collaborative partnership, aiming
to help operators of producing assets improve their unit
operating costs.
The initiative sees the two independent companies
combining their knowledge and experience to provide clients
with optimisation options across their energy projects, from
reservoir, through well stock and facilities, to the point of
export.

—
Optimus to supply training
OPTIMUS Seventh Generation, an Aberdeen headquartered
behavioural change consultancy, has strengthened its safety
portfolio by securing its first decommissioning contract in a
six-figure agreement with a major North Sea operator.
Under the four-month contract, Optimus Seventh
Generation will supply induction training and back-toback health and safety advisors to support the safe
decommissioning of a floating production, storage and
offloading vessel in the North Sea.
Mark Walker, client partner, said: “Breaking into a new sector
truly demonstrates that the company’s growth plan is
working, with decommissioning having always been a key
target for us. The sector is full of opportunity in the current
climate where collaboration is key between operators,
the supply chain and, more pertinent than ever right now,
specialist safety professionals.”
Optimus Seventh Generation will provide training to
all contractors through its four hour Induction Plus™
programme aimed at
projects experiencing a
large influx of new, often
subcontracted, labour
during decommissioning
and construction projects or
shutdowns.

Mark Walker
Client partner,
Optimus Seventh Generation
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Northern Star
Business Awards
2015
The Northern Star Business Awards is
the Chamber's annual awards evening
which recognise companies around
the North-east for their exceptional
accomplishments across a range of
fields from excellence in customer
service to innovative use of research and
development and commitment to people
development to business diversity.

Awards ceremony
Thursday September 24, 2015

Book your
place now
contact the events team or visit
agcc.co.uk/networking-events

T 01224 343901
E events@agcc.co.uk
#TimeToShine
www.northernstarawards.co.uk

Congratulations to our finalists
Rising Star
Finalists: Aberdeen FC Community Trust - Dead McBain, Entier Limited - Danielle Ritchie, Lubbers UK
Ltd - Nick Latham and Wood Group Kenny - Samantha Murray
"AFCCT is very proud to be nominated for this prestigious award. The AFCCT vision is to provide
Support and Opportunity to Change Lives for the Better, and to be recognised regionally is a
massive achievement for everyone involved."
Aberdeen FC Community Trust - Dean McBain

Student Placement
Finalists: Aker Solutions, Stena Drilling Ltd and Total E & P UK
"At Stena Drilling, we are very proud to have been shortlisted for the Student Placement
Award for the second year running. This nomination is a testimony to our commitment to
RGU’s Placement Scheme, and our goal to provide students with the skills required for a
successful career following graduation."
Stena Drilling Ltd

Excellence in Customer Service
Finalists: Beetroot Restaurant Ltd, Grampian Fasteners and
Macrae and Dick Honda
"As Beetroot is constantly striving to meet and exceed customer expectations,
we're delighted to be named a finalist in the Customer Service category of the
2015 Northern Star Business Awards. Having independent judges recognise the
dedication of our team is a real honour and we're delighted to be included in this
year's shortlist of nominees."
Beetroot Restaurant Ltd

The Business Diversity Award
Finalists: Tesco and Wm. Morrisons plc
"Morrisons is proud to be shortlisted for the Northern Star Award. Morrisons
pride ourselves in being different. We recruit, train and work with people
from all sections of society and value the different skills, ideas and
experiences they can bring to our business."
Wm. Morrisons plc

Excellence in Health and Safety
Finalists: Aberdeen Exhibition Conference Centre (AECC), Aberdeen
International Airport and Aker Solutions
"Being nominated in the Excellence in Health and Safety category
illustrates Aker Solutions full commitment to maintaining high
standards, ensuring the workplace is a healthy and safe space for
all personnel both onshore and offshore."
Aker Solutions

The Green Award
Finalists: Deeside Activity Park, Rubber Atkins and Sureclean
" It has always been our vision to create a cleaner, greener
and carbon neutral business. Being shortlisted for the Green
Award is a tribute to Rubberatkins’ strong environmental
commitment and our personal believes that manufacturing
can be green."
Rubber Atkins

Outstanding Contribution to Society
Finalists: Aberdeen FC Community Trust, Community
Food Initiatives North East, DA (Drugs Action) and
The Breadmaker
“The bread maker is a commercially focused social
enterprise producing high quality breads and
confectionary whilst at the same time providing
significant opportunities to our Apprentices
through being a respected and valued service
provider for adults with a Learning Disability.”
The Breadmaker
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The business case
for community
renewables
by Brian Wilson
THE world of renewable energy is in
a state of suspended animation while
awaiting further information about
what the UK Government’s various
announcements mean for them in
terms of financial support.
While it seems unlikely that there is much
future for onshore wind projects led by
commercial developers, there still seem
to be good prospects for community-led
schemes on a relatively small scale. And so
there should be.
It has taken quite a while for the message
to filter through that producing low
carbon energy is only one of the beneficial
outcomes from community renewables.
So long as there are reasonable levels of
support, they can also generate substantial
funds which communities can spend
on other priorities for which money is
otherwise in short supply.

Brian Wilson
looks at the
issues facing
North-east
business. A
journalist and
former Labour
MP, he held five
ministerial posts
including UK
Energy Minister.
He is now a
UK Business
Ambassador,
and chairman
of Harris Tweed
Hebrides
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Of course, commercial projects can also
fund local benefits and did so across
Scotland last year to the tune of around
£9million.
It all depends on the deal that the
community has managed to cut at the time
the project was looking for local supporters.
But if that route is no longer available, then
community-led projects are likely to attract
greater interest.
In her statements about the future of
subsidy for onshore wind, Amber Rudd,
Secretary of State for Energy and Climate
Change, has gone out of her way to be
sympathetic towards the community
renewables sector which is funded through
Feed In Tariffs, rather than the Renewables
Obligation, which Ms Rudd has cut short as
far as onshore wind is concerned.
Interestingly, Community Energy Scotland
was very supportive of Ms Rudd’s
announcement.

“We share the Conservative Government’s
aim for more community decision-making
and increased numbers of community
renewable energy projects,” said chief
executive, Nicholas Gubbins.
He went on to point out that his
organisation had been “instrumental in
persuading DECC to amend their narrow
definition of a community group to ensure
that it included charities and their whollyowned trading subsidiaries”.
So a very wide range of third sector
organisations are entitled – maybe even
obliged – to look afresh at renewable
energy projects as part of their portfolio.
Perhaps because its energy focus is
elsewhere, the North-east has been less
active than some other parts of the country
in realizing the potential of community
energy projects.
This is in spite of the late Maitland Mackie
having been one of the most authoritative
advocates of why it made sense for
communities to get involved in the
renewables business.
However, there are successful examples
– like the wind turbines at Udny and
Fetterangus.
In the latter case, a single relatively small
turbine was expected to generate £75,000
a year of surplus to be spent on other
benefits for a small rural community, such
as village hall improvements and children’s
play facilities.
So listen out for what more Ms Rudd
has to say on the subject of community
renewables and the subsidy regime which
will govern them.
It is an option which should be considered
in every North-east community, both urban
and rural, and Community Energy Scotland
is there to give advice on how to go about it.

CELEBRATE ABERDEEN
Page 30
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“While Aberdeen is a city, it
is also a very close-knit and
supportive community”

ComCab launches taxi app
A NEW app has been launched by ComCab Aberdeen, part of the UK’s biggest
radio circuit, with the aim of making the process of booking a taxi safer and more
convenient, as well as stimulating business growth.
At the touch of a button and thanks to GPS technology, users can directly book
one of the company’s taxis, get an estimated price for their journey, know the
vehicle registration and track their driver’s progress.
The app will accept account bookings as well as cash transactions, meaning
authorised staff can book their own ground transport and still provide a full audit
trail for accounting purposes.

—

Training title for 20|20
INDUSTRY training 20|20 Business Insight has won the Engineering
Construction Industry Training Board’s (ECITB) Training Provider of the Year title,
at its annual training and development awards event in London.

Scott Douglas
General manager, ComCab

The ECITB awards celebrate the achievements and successes of individuals,
companies and training providers in the engineering construction industry.

—

Bancon Group
BANCON Group is on track to meet ambitious five year growth plans as it lodges
accounts for the year ended November 2014 with Companies House.
The independent Aberdeenshire housebuilder and construction group is
reporting strong results which reveal that turnover has risen almost £5million
to £83.5million with operating profits of £2.1million. The group operates in
housebuilding, property development, construction, property maintenance and
timberframe manufacturing.
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Carer Positive –
supporting working
carers
WITH as many as one in seven of the
workforce estimated to be juggling
work with caring responsibilities,
employers are increasingly recognising
the need to support and retain
employees who are carers.
There are around 760,000 carers in
Scotland, with this figure forecast to increase
significantly as the population ages.
Combine this with the fact that we are
all working for longer, and it is easy to
understand that more and more people
in the working population will have caring
responsibilities at home.
“Carer Positive” aims to raise awareness
of the growing number of carers in the
workforce, and to award recognition to
those employers with good practice in
supporting these employees.
Launched by the Scottish Government in
June 2014, the Carer Positive kitemark is just
over a year old and is gaining momentum
among employers across Scotland.
Chamber member Carers Scotland
developed and now manages the award on
behalf of the Scottish Government, and is
pleased to report that a number of fellow
members are taking part in the initiative.
Amongst these, Aberdeenshire Council was
the first Chamber member to be awarded
Carer Positive status, with the University
of Aberdeen also now in the process of
applying.
Why become Carer Positive?
One of the key messages behind the award
is that supporting employees who are carers
is not only beneficial to individuals and their
families but also to employers, by helping
to attract and retain skilled and valuable
members of staff.
The benefits to employers of having “carerfriendly” policies and working practices can

include reduced levels of stress and sickness
absence, lower recruitment and training
costs, increased staff retention, morale and
productivity levels.
Twenty-eight organisations across Scotland
have now been recognised as Carer Positive,
with around the same number also in the
process of applying.
What’s involved
Organisations who wish to be recognised as
Carer Positive simply submit an application
form describing how they meet criteria in
five key areas at each level of the kitemark.
The kitemark incorporates three levels, from
“engaged”, to “established”, through to
“exemplary”.

• Scottish Court
Service;
• Centrica/Scottish Gas;
• City Building Glasgow;
• HMRC (Edinburgh);
• local authorities
in Glasgow,
Aberdeenshire, Fife,
Dumfries & Galloway,
West Dunbartonshire
and Perth & Kinross;

If they wish, employers can progress from
one stage to the next, building from an initial
level of commitment to embedding a culture
of support for carers within the organisation.

• Mohn Aqua Ltd;

There is no cost associated with
participating, and the self-assessment
process is designed to be clear,
straightforward, and not too timeconsuming.

• NHS Borders,
Shetland and Dumfries
& Galloway;

Healthy Working Lives (HWL) has also
produced a ‘matching tool’ to show where
Carer Positive criteria align with and
contribute to achieving each level of the
HWL awards.
Organisations are encouraged to
identify and develop their own actions as
appropriate to their size and structure.
This can include work-life balance policies,
flexible working conditions, or small and
simple practical measures that can make
a real difference to how well carers feel
comfortable and supported at work.
The intention is that all employers, across all
sectors, whether small or large, can achieve
each level of the kitemark.

For more information: www.carerpositive.org or contact Sue Mclintock on
0141 445 3070 or by email at sue.mclintock@carerscotland.org
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Participating
organisations include
the

• Intrelate Ltd;
• The Wheatley Group;

• Scottish Water;
• DWP Glasgow Service
Centre;
• City of Glasgow
College;
• Citizens Advice Direct;
• North Lanarkshire
Carers Together;
• Police Scotland;
• Voluntary Action
Shetland;
• The Open University.

BON Accord & St Nicholas has become a Worldhost
destination after receiving recognition for its commitment
to excellent customer service.
The centre has been awarded WorldHost Recognised
business status after all of its frontline staff took part in a
specialist training programme.
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Worldhost accolade

The scheme provides a gold standard in training for any
business which relies on day-to-day interaction with
customers for success.

—

Viking SeaTech cements success
A STRONG six-year relationship with major operator Total
E&P UK Ltd has resulted in a new multi-million pound
call-off contract for offshore support specialist Viking
SeaTech.
Success in a competitive tender process means Viking
SeaTech will carry out marker buoy and mooring services
for Total E&P UK Ltd in the North Sea for the next three
years. The work extends an existing relationship between
the two companies and includes an option for a further
renewal.

—

Subsea engineering online
SUBSEA UK has launched its new on-line learning
programme to support the development of new
engineers and technicians entering the subsea sector and
to develop graduates to become the next generation of
engineers to help the UK’s £9billion subsea sector achieve
its global potential.
The Introduction to Subsea Engineering course can be
completed in around 60 hours, spread over eight weeks.
Students will study a series of modules to become fully
inducted into a sector which has revolutionised the way in
which hydrocarbons are extracted since its early days in
the late seventies.

—

Design contract for Wood Group
WOOD Group has secured a $1million contract with Origin
Energy to provide detailed design engineering for the
onshore pipelines related to the Halladale, Black Watch
& Speculant (HBWS) Natural Gas Project in South West
Victoria, Australia.
The HBWS gas fields are located in the offshore Otway
Basin in Victoria but due to their proximity to shore, and
to avoid sensitive marine environments, they are being
drilled using extended reach drilling (ERD) techniques
from onshore location and tied back to the existing Otway
Gas Plant.
The work will be delivered from the Melbourne office but
will also draw on specialised upstream pipeline expertise
globally. WGK previously completed concept and FEED
studies for HBWS to investigate development solutions
before a final design was taken forward to the execution
stage.
27
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Success for Chamber entrepreneurs
FIVE of the eight winners of the EY Scotland Entrepreneur Of The Year 2015
awards are from the North-east.
The chief executive of Chamber member Saltire Energy, Mike Loggie, was named
overall overall EY Scotland Entrepreneur Of The Year at the event.
He established Saltire Energy, a leading supplier of drilling tools to the offshore
oil and gas industry, in 1986 and has since grown it into a group of three highly
successful subsidiaries.
The annual EY Entrepreneur Of The Year Awards recognise and celebrate the
achievements of individuals who build and lead growing, successful and dynamic
businesses.
Chamber members who won awards at the event are:
Mike Loggie, chief executive, Saltire
Energy, with the EY Entrepreneur of
the Year award

•

Peter Bruce of Entièr which supplies catering and hotel services to the global
offshore oil and gas industry as well as catering and facilities management
services to businesses and education establishments in the Aberdeen area.

•

Grant Keenan of Keenan Recycling which is Scotland's largest organic
recycling company. The judges commented on Grant’s ambition, drive and
impressive work ethic. Starting from scratch, he saw a gap in the market and
exploited it. Keenan is a value driven business which is looking to expand
nationally.

•

Murray Kerr of SengS Subsea Engineering Solutions which is a subsea
technology, equipment hire and offshore engineering consultancy
specialising in oil and gas, offshore wind, wave and tidal industries. Murray
was applauded for his entrepreneurial spirit and values.

Other winners were James Watt of Aberdeen-based BrewDog; Josh Littlejohn,
Social Bite; Professor Jim Duffy, Entrepreneurial Spark; and Andrew Kerr, CMS
Windows.
All eight will represent Scotland at the EY UK Entrepreneur Of The Year final in
October.

—

cHeRry Awards
ROBERT Gordon University teaching fellow and human resource management
group lead, Anne Stevenson, won the peer-nominated Top cHeRry Award at the
annual event which recognises excellence in human resources, recruitment and
training in North-east Scotland
Twenty-six companies and individuals were shortlisted for nine awards presented
at a ceremony at the Aberdeen Exhibition and Conference Centre in front of an
audience of around 500 industry professionals.
Chris Taylor from Subsea 7 received the RGU Golden cHeRry.
The winners were
• The cHeRries Blossoming Award: Marie Linderoth, Sodexo
• Extraordinary HR Initiative: GE Oil & Gas
Outstanding HR Director
sponsored by Amec Foster
Wheeler, Mike Fraser,
Peterson Offshore

• Fantastic HR Advisor: Shari Norris, Petrofac
• Tremendous Training and Development: (joint winners) Baxters Food Group
and Subsea 7
• Finders Keepers Recruitment: Eva Hagan, Maersk Oil North Sea UK
• Excellent HR Manager: Kirstian Findlay, Baxters Food Group
• Exemplary Employer of Choice. Burness Paull LLP
• Outstanding HR Director: Mike Fraser, Peterson
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Mint Accounting
MINT Accounting, one of Scotland’s fastest-growing cloud accounting
consultants, has been named Small Accountancy Firm of the Year 2015 at the
Business Insider and Aldermore Scottish Accountancy and Finance Awards.
This is the second time in three years the company, which has offices in
Aberdeen, Dundee and Ayrshire, has won the award.

—
Scottish Enterprise
SCOTTISH Enterprise has confirmed funding of £10 million towards construction
of the new Aberdeen Exhibition and Conference Centre which, over the next 10
years, is expected to attract an additional 4.5 million visitors, £113 million of visitor
spend and £63 million net GVA to the Scottish economy.
The funding will focus on creating a world-class venue which can compete on
an international scale. This means ensuring the venue is the right size and quality,
improving space versatility, reducing event turnaround times, enhancing the
customer experience and increasing profitability. The aim of SE’s investment is to
secure a high proportion of the business tourism market for the North-east and
to help build on Aberdeen City Council’s broader plans for weekend visitors.

George Watt, chief financial officer,
STV, Alison Walker, managing direcetor
and Charlotte Gillettt, commercial
director at Mint Accounting

The new centre will:
• Provide four times the current exhibition space
• Double the seated entertainment arena to 10,000
• Secure an additional 31,000 business tourists to Scotland
• Lead to an additional £11million of visitor spend per annum
• Elevate Aberdeen into the top five of global competitor energy cities for
conferences and exhibitions.

—
National Theatre of Scotland

THE National Theatre of Scotland and Aberdeen City Council are inviting the
people of Aberdeen to take part in a major new production which will explore
the city’s rich history, celebrate the character of its citizens and re-imagine its
future place in the world.
From September until April 2016, a National Theatre of Scotland team of creative
artists will produce a programme of performances, interactive multimedia
installations and events that will bring the city’s streets to life, before the project
culminates in a series of large-scale, site-specific performances within the
quadrangle of Marischal College.
In order to deliver the project, the National Theatre of Scotland team will work
closely with some of the city’s leading creative groups, who will lend their ideas,
expertise and performing talent.
These include Aberdeen Performing Arts, ACT Aberdeen, Citymoves, SHMU and
the Sound Emporium Research Group (SERG) from the University of Aberdeen’s
Department of Music.

—
Gym hosts health partnership
TRAINERS at Village Health and Fitness in Westhill are being trained by experts
from Aberdeen Chiropractic Clinic so that they have a better understanding of
their client’s bodies and injuries.
A free Open Fitness Weekend saw more than 600 visitors learn more about
what the new partnership will mean for members as well as a host of other
activities.
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Member
News
Celebrate
Aberdeen and be a
charitable business
ABERDEEN’S third sector organisations will be
celebrated in grand style this month – with the link
between businesses and charities more vital than
ever.
More than 100 organisations will take to the streets of the
City on Saturday, August 22, for the popular Celebrate
Aberdeen parade, uniting in a procession to illustrate the
fantastic work they are involved in.
The event continues throughout the weekend as a range of
performances will also be held in Union Terrace Gardens to
celebrate the great talent in the city.
Without the help and support of Aberdeen’s business
community the event would not be possible.
Private sector backing is already vital to many third sector
organisations, but the fact remains that awareness within
the corporate sector of the ways businesses and third sector
organisations can work together needs to be higher.
With this in mind, the parade was first held in 2011 to raise
the profile of Aberdeen city’s third sector and all that is
achieved by the organisations and volunteers within it.
The event exemplified the central role companies play in
supporting good causes.
At the outset, each charity, volunteer organisation or social
enterprise was paired with a corporate sponsor, with many
marching proudly side by side to show their support.
Many of those relationships have stood the test of time
and this link provides an opportunity for businesses to get
to know local charities and perhaps support them as their
charity of the year.
In particular, this is invaluable for less well known charities,
and gives them a chance to build up their profile.
The crucial importance of businesses and the third sector
working more closely together and building strong local
partnerships cannot be overestimated.
These types of partnerships are a lifeline for good causes
and also help organisations work towards their corporate
social responsibility (CSR) targets.
This relationship can also help charities in ways other than
financial assistance.
Businesses can provide support “in kind” by offering
consultancy, mentoring support or volunteering at
fundraising events.
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“As a business person it is hugely important
to give something back, especially when
times are more difficult for everyone.
“While Aberdeen is a city, it is also a very
close-knit and supportive community.
“I think it’s important to nurture that.
Working in the third sector can often be
challenging especially when funding is low.
“However, we want to look at all the
positives, of which there are so many, and
celebrate the work that goes on.
“A key aim for us is that the event is a
catalyst for new relationships between
third sector organisations and locally based
companies.
“As a business, supporting this sector is
vitally important as without it there would be
people left in incredibly difficult situations.
“Aberdeen’s business community has
backed the event for the past three years
and it is important that they realise how
appreciated that commitment is.”
On the three occasions it has been held, the
parade has brought together more than
3,500 people from 130 diverse third sector
organisations.
Partnering with a charity gives businesses
a presence in the city and logo visibility in
front of a crowd of thousands.
CLAN Cancer Support has taken part
in every Celebrate Aberdeen parade
and teamed up with Abermed (now
International SOS), the Marcliffe Hotel and
Spa and Johnston Carmichael Chartered
Accountants on those three occasions.
CLAN’s fundraising manager Susan Crighton
said: “We are delighted to be part of the
Celebrate Aberdeen weekend for a fourth
time.
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Morven Mackenzie, director of the integrated
communications agency Citrus:Mix, the
driving force behind Celebrate Aberdeen,
said: “I have always been a great believer in
helping to look after the local community.

“As well as being a fun event, it is unique
because it provides great visibility for the
charitable sector and showcases just how
diverse it is.
“It is absolutely crucial that the work of the
third sector is highlighted and acknowledged
in this way.
“For us it is a fantastic way to mark the links
we have with local businesses, which are
partnerships we take great pride in.
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“This support is vital not just to us, but to all
charities, and by being involved in events
like this, companies can help open doors for
organisations which in turn helps us all to
continue with the much needed work that
we do.”
Another way for businesses to get involved
in the Celebrate Aberdeen weekend is by
sponsoring part, or all, of the event.
This enables organisers to do what they do
best, arrange a fantastic event that brings
the whole of the city together, without
financial concern.
Morven added: “The response we have had
from locals and the business community in
the run-up to Celebrate Aberdeen has been
amazing.
“In particular we are incredibly grateful to
CNR International for its continued headline
sponsorship.
“There is definitely a genuine recognition
within the corporate sector that there is
always more they can do to support the
third sector.
“I hope that both they and everyone else
attending the event takes away a greater
appreciation for it and all that it does for the
region, and if they are not already involved,
considers taking part in Celebrate Aberdeen
next year.”

“While Aberdeen
is a city, it is also
a very close-knit
and supportive
community”
Morven Mackenzie,
Citrus:Mix

For more information on Celebrate
Aberdeen contact Morven Mackenzie on
01224 439990 or morven@citrusmix.com
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Policy
Update
Emergency
Budget 2015
Members with
feedback
Contact the Chamber's
research and policy
assistant, Irina Bonavino, at
irina.bonavino@agcc.co.uk

THE Emergency Budget on July
8 was worth following, as the
first one by a "solo" Conservative
government in 19 years.
The Budget delivered many of the
Conservatives’ general election
manifesto promises, namely £12billion
of welfare cuts and anti-tax avoidance
measures.
More savings are likely to come from
government departments’ budgets in
the autumn, except for the ring-fenced
budgets of the NHS, international aid
and now defence spending.
The Budget featured some
unexpected boosts for businesses,
like a slow reduction in the rate of
corporation tax and a permanent
Annual Investment Allowance of
£200,000.
Equally surprising was the introduction
of a National Living Wage in April 2016,
of £7.20 for those over 25.

Join the coversation
@chambertalk

This issue is more complex than it may
appear, as we estimate around 60%
of Scottish businesses already pay the
current living wage (£7.85). Some have
said this is a rebrand of the minimum
wage, currently £6.50 for those over
21, but that would ignore the further
rise to £9.00 by 2020. This issue may
rumble on.
Productivity was trailed as an
important element of the speech
but in practice little appeared to be
delivered, and this is a concern.
The UK’s productivity figures
have been stagnant since 2007
and the country now lags
behind the rest of the G7
exhibiting a 16% productivity
gap, according to ONS
figures.
While the Budget
highlighted the
Northern Powerhouse
and road projects
and precluded a full
productivity plan,
it did not mention
improving airport
capacity, rail
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connectivity or supporting exports.
Neither was there mention of Research
and Development, though perhaps
the apprentice levy was an effort to
increase productivity by upskilling our
workforce.
Omissions on infrastructure, export
support and R&D will not help
members who identified these issues
as barriers to growth, and which
are the drivers behind increasing
productivity.
While we hoped for changes for
the oil and gas sector beyond those
announced in March, we weren’t
surprised by a lack of action. This felt
like a clear message from Government
that it is waiting for the March changes
to take hold and ensure that the
industry plays its part in changing
behaviours.
We have also arranged a visit to
Aberdeen by HM Treasury officials
in August, who will engage with
members and discuss economic and
fiscal matters. The focus of this visit
will be for members in the region who
do not operate directly in the oil and
gas sector.
Fair taxation in Scotland
The Devolution Bill now passing
through Parliament is set to give
the Scottish Government greater
tax raising powers. An Independent
Commission for Competitive and
Fair Taxation in Scotland will evaluate
how the government should use
them as it seeks to strike a balance
between delivering public services and
generating growth.
The commission will examine existing
and devolved taxation and make
recommendations on public sector
spending. We are keen to represent
members’ views to the commission
regarding income tax rates, local
taxation, Business Rates and the Land
and Buildings Transaction Tax (LBTT).
To submit your feedback, please
see our discussion paper online and
contact the Chamber’s research and
policy assistant Irina Bonavino at
irina.bonavino@agcc.co.uk
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Member
News
Funding for Indonesian project
SUSTAINABILITY researchers at Robert Gordon University (RGU) in Aberdeen
have been awarded more than £300,000 in funding to develop their work which
aims to create a viable marine energy industry in Indonesia.
The Centre for Understanding Sustainable Practice (CUSP) at RGU, led by Dr Alan
Owen, has been awarded £183,000 from two UK Government funds to be used to
help build up the country’s science and innovation capacity, as well as accelerating
the implementation of marine energy in more remote areas, such as Aceh and
Lombok.
As a result of this success, a further £118,000 has been granted by the Indonesian
Government to support capacity building in marine energy in central Indonesia.

—
Investment to boost MSIS growth

PRIMARY Capital Partners LLP has acquired a majority stake in fast-growing
specialist environmental services and equipment provider, MSIS in a £20million
transaction.
The investment from Primary will help MSIS fast-track its growth plans by
extending its service offering to capture a larger share of the North Sea market
and develop its presence in selected international offshore markets.

Alan Owen,
Director,
The Centre for Understanding
Sustainable Practice (CUSP)

The deal sees a profitable exit for Maven Capital Partners, which invested an
initial £2.5million in MSIS in 2007. MSIS chief executive, Chris Lloyd and managing
director, Ian McPherson will remain to lead the management team who will own
30% of the business.

—
Animation shows 50 years of UKCS

OIL & Gas UK’s annual conference, which focused on the next 40 years of the
offshore industry and attracted more than 500 people, featured the launch of an
animation celebrating the sector’s achievements to date.
The short infographic celebrates 50 years of exploration for oil and gas on the
UK Continental Shelf (UKCS) and the production that has been achieved over
four decades. It gives a snapshot history of oil and gas development in the UK,
highlights the sector’s significant contribution to British jobs, skills, technology and
energy security and underlines the industry’s potential to remain a driving force in
Britain’s economy for decades to come.

MSIS chief executive Chris Lloyd,
and managing director Ian McPherson

The video can be viewed and downloaded via the Media Centre section of the Oil
& Gas UK website http://www.oilandgasuk.co.uk/news/industryvideo.cfm

—
Conference highlights collaboration

COLLABORATION for efficiency and cost reduction in delivering North Sea
projects is the subject of the 2nd Oil & Gas Project Management Conference in
Aberdeen, on November 17.
The conference is being organised by the Offshore Project Management Steering
Group (OPMSG) of the Engineering Construction Industry Training Board.
It will be delivered by senior oil and gas practitioners who will celebrate the
successes of North Sea projects and challenge the industry to adopt collaborative
techniques and efficient working practices to help a sustainable future.
Keynote speakers include Bob Keiller, chief executive officer of the Wood Group,;
Andy Samuel, chief executive of the Oil & Gas Authority; Mark Richardson
Apache North Sea Projects Group Manager; Alistair Hope, project director for
the Brent Decommissioning Project, Shell UK; and Bjarte Bogsnes, performance
management development, Statoil.
Further details are available at: http://www.ecitb.org.uk/projectmanagement/opmconference/
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Sean Fitzpatrick
On Leadership
Good leadership
is All Black and
SEAN Fitzpatrick was one of the world's most
successful sportsmen in one of the world's most
successful teams and now uses the experiences he
gathered during a glittering career as a leadership,
teamwork and motivational speaker.
Next month, the former All Black Captain will be guest of
honour at a Chamber Vanguard “OnLeadership" dinner
when the New Zealand rugby player will provide guests
with an insight into strategies which will help people
achieve success by following the same philosophy as top
class sportsmen and women.
He made his debut for the All Blacks in 1986 against
France and not only held the world record for playing in
63 consecutive Test matches but was the world’s most
capped hooker.
In 1987, Sean was a member of the All Blacks team which
won the inaugural Rugby World Cup.
He was appointed captain of the All Blacks in 1992 and
played for them in 92 matches.
He holds a host of records and led New Zealand to a
series win over the touring British Lions in 1993.
He was awarded the New Zealand Order of Merit
by the Governor General in 1997 and now lives
the United Kingdom where, as well as offering
consultation, leadership and motivational advice
to senior global management at companies
such as Microsoft, Renaissance Capital, Hewlett
Packard, Nestle, General Motors and Heinz, he
is a rugby pundit and newspaper columnist.
"I will be talking about the attitude and the
culture of the All Blacks and how winning is
a huge part of what makes them what they
are ... being the best they can be.

“You don't have to
be liked but you
do need to be
respected and I
think that is often
overlooked in
leadership”
Sean Fitzpatrick

“There are a number of things underlying
why you are a team which can sustain a
culture of success but ultimately it is built
around a group of people who have a
burning desire to be successful and to
be the best they can be."
He said that in business, just as in sport,
you require the attitude that winning
is really important and you have to be
prepared to train as hard as you can and
sacrifice a lot to be successful.
He said it is also vital to gather the right
team around you.
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"You need people around you are
going to be totally committed.

accepting that you're not good
enough.

“A lot of All Black teams I was in were
good players who, when they played
together, were great players. We say
good people make great All Blacks."

“When we did lose we could look back
and at least say 'I did everything I could
for us to win' but at the end of the day
we were not good enough.

He pinpointed honesty and integrity,
but above all respect, as key
characteristics for success.

“We either need to change the
personnel, or change the way we play
the game, or individually we need to
get better.

"You don't have to be liked but you do
need to be respected and I think that is
often overlooked in leadership.
“That was the same in teams I played
in. There were some guys who I would
love to go for a beer with and other
guys I didn't really want to spend too
much time with but I respected them
hugely."
He said that in business, just as in
rugby, you had to have the courage to
make tough decisions.
One decision which was thrust upon
him was the captaincy of the All
Blacks and he revealed that it was not
something he wanted.
"I didn't enjoy being captain for the first
two or three years and I didn't really
want the job. It was more a case of
there was no one else.
"It's a huge responsibility and you
asked whether leaders are created or
born and I think in some cases, and
especially in my case, it was a question
of learning and being thrown in at the
deep end.
“I was just quite happy doing what I
was doing which was playing in a very
good team.
"Unfortunately a lot of my mates took
their positions for granted and didn't
change and the new coach came in
and said he wanted a different culture.
"Success is all about analysing your
performance, changing things, and

“That's why the All Blacks are the best
in the world because they analyse their
own performance, they work out what
they are good at and what they are not
good at and get better at it, or bring
different people in who are good at it."

Sean Fitzpatrick of New Zealand
raises the Bledisloe Cup aloft
after their victory against
Australia in Auckland, New
Zealand in 1995.
Credit: David Rogers/Allsport

He says it is important that in business
and sport you have a clear vision of
what you want to achieve and ensure
that everyone in the team understands
that.
In his latest book, Winning Matters,
Sean suggests that the Scotland rugby
team should perhaps set their sights
higher.
"The Scottish team have never beaten
the All Blacks and I genuinely wonder if
- deep down - they really do want to.
“If they do, then they perhaps talk
themselves out of it before they go on
the pitch. They have lost games by 30
points and still talk about playing well.
“It seems to me that the players are
happy just to have played against the
All Blacks and that their focus is more
on playing well than getting the result."

Sean Fitzpatrick
On Leadership
DATE:

Mon September 28, 2015

TIME:

6pm - 9pm

VENUE: Ardoe House Hotel & Spa,
Aberdeen
BOOK NOW at
agcc.co.uk/networking-events

He cites a highly respected Scottish
international player, a peer from his
playing days, who still talks about the
time they played the All Blacks in 1990
and lost and says it was one of his
greatest memories.
"He tells me they should have beaten
us. My answer is simple: maybe so, but
you didn't."
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Business lessons
I’ve learned

What is the toughest lesson you have learned in
business?
People don’t always tell you what they are thinking until it is too late, they will
only tell you what they are thinking if you are receptive and willing to listen.
A good manager should make their team comfortable enough to come
forward with any issues but be firm enough to gain respect. It is a very thin
line, almost an art form.

Which of your company values means most to you?

James Gregg
CEO,
Motive Offshore Group

Motive Offshore Group provides
high quality marine equipment
and associated services to the
onshore and offshore oil and
gas and marine industries. The
group, which comprises of Motive
Engineering and Motive Rentals,
specialises in the manufacture
and rental of high capacity
winches, umbilical deployment
equipment and specialised
subsea equipment.

‘People. Product. Performance.’ is our company strapline. We are serious
about our people and value our staff above all else. We provide them with
the opportunities to learn and progress both within their job roles and as
individuals. As with all companies, we must adhere to standard working
practices and ultimately aim to make a profit from our business. However
at Motive Offshore we genuinely feel that nurturing our people will result in
the development of industry leading equipment, a superior service for our
clients and staff who are genuinely happy at work.

If you could make one thing happen tomorrow in
the North-east region, what would it be?
I think there has been a lot of changes in this generation, which I may see
as negative but some may see as moving with the times. I think I would
most like there to be a move back to face to face socialising instead of
doing it sitting in the house behind a computer screen. I learned a lot from
getting outdoors and being hands on renovating various equipment over
the years, gaining skills and knowledge, which I have since incorporated into
my business. We actively encourage our staff to take part in Team Motive
challenges as a means of encouraging a healthy lifestyle, teambuilding and
socialising out with the work environment, which also benefits local charities
through active fundraising.

What is the biggest barrier to growth for your
business at this moment?
Time. We have grown extremely quickly since launching in 2010 and
have spent a lot of time and investment getting the correct people and
procedures in place to achieve what we have so far.

What makes your company, and what you do,
unique?
It’s almost a cliché, but it is always the people. We may have the best quality
rental equipment and offer a superior service, but without our dedicated
team we have nothing. Our people come first and this is one of our core
values, which we take very seriously. We constantly strive to develop our
team through ongoing training and aim to nurture innovative thinking.
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We carried out an “emergency” project for a major subsea company, which
involved significantly scaling down our operations and transporting our
workforce to the client’s work site in Leith. We split into two teams to cover
24-hour operations, with one director managing nightshift and another on
dayshift. We worked continuously for 36 hours and completed the job with
ultimate success. We strive to provide a good service and being a relatively
small company, we can be flexible and react to the client’s needs easily.

If you could change one thing in terms of your
business environment, what would it be?
Nothing major, I am very happy with how things are going, bearing in mind we
have just entered year five of trading, have over 100 members of staff in the
team and have bases in Boyndie, Aberdeen and Stavanger in Norway.
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What is the most unusual piece of business your
company has won?

“I think I would most
like there to be a move
back to face to face
socialising instead
of doing it sitting in
the house behind a
computer screen. I
learned a lot from
getting outdoors
and being hands on
renovating various
equipment over the
years, gaining skills and
knowledge, which I have
since incorporated into
my business”

What’s your favourite part of Aberdeen city or shire?
It would have to be in and around my home near Huntly, spending time with
my family is precious time. We are very lucky to live in such a beautiful part of
Scotland where we can make the best of the countryside surrounding us.

September

Our Offshore Europe
2015 edition
Inspiring the next generation
—
Thoughts from Deirdre Michie, chief
executive of Oil & Gas UK and Andy
Samuel, chief executive of Oil & Gas
Authority
—
Hot topic
What advice would you give yourself when
you were starting out?
—
Spotlight on Northern Star finalists

8-11
SEPT
2015

ABERDEEN,UK

Out at the start of September and
available at Offshore Europe Sep 8-11
at the AECC
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Hot
Topic

DO YOU HAVE AN OPINION
YOU'D LIKE TO SHARE?
business.bulletin@agcc.co.uk

What are your hopes
for the Dons in the
coming season?
"AS A long-standing season ticket holder, I was delighted to comment on one
my favourite subjects. The Dons are important for the local area and when
they are doing well it creates a positive feeling, which we saw when 80,000
people lined Union Street to see the Dons parade the league cup in 2014. The
2015/16 season is one the Dons can look forward to with confidence. The
addition of Graeme Shinnie to the team will strengthen the Dons defensively
and Ryan Jack extending his contract is a huge vote of confidence in the team.
My hopes are for the Dons to finish a strong second to Celtic and do the cup
double."

Thane Lawrie,
Chief executive,
SCARF

"AS AN Aberdeen fan I am very excited for the upcoming season. I believe that
we will be able to cause more of a threat to Celtic and give them a run for their
money. There was a lot of speculation about whether Derek McInnes would be
the manager for the next season and, believe me, there was a party to be had
when we all found out he signed on until 2019. I honestly believe Aberdeen
could be the champions of the Scottish Premiership. It will not be an easy
challenge and there will be blood, sweat and tears but with the players, the
management, the staff and of course the supporters I believe that this year
could be our year. COYR!"

Neil Day,

Manager,
Jamie's Italian

"TO CONTINUE to build on the improvements made at the club to date – both
on and off the park – and to ensure that the 'feel good' currently in place
around the club, our sponsors and supporters, and the City and ‘Shire is
sustained in the longer term. Specific football targets would of course include
challenging on all fronts in domestic competition and ongoing participation in
European competition too. However, there is much more to AFC as a club than
the 90 minutes match time, so off the park we want to expand the reach of our
community trust to provide support and opportunity to those less fortunate
in this area, further enhance the AFC youth academy and progress with
improvements to our facilities and infrastructure."

George Yule,

Executive vice chairman,
Aberdeen Football Club
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ANOTHER chance to win two pairs of first class tickets on
the Caledonian Sleeper was unveiled at the Women Mean
Business event at Ardoe House Hotel on July 1.
Speakers at the event were Fiona Burton of Leith Marketing,
and Ann Johnson of Blaze Manufacturing Solutions.

This
month in
tweets...

Fifth Ring
@FifthRing
We're at the @chambertalk Women
Means Business - looking forward to
hearing from @B_Fi @TheLeith and Ann
Johnston!
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Monthly
Competition

Nikki Morris
@nikkibmorris
@chambertalk Very interesting piece
from Stewart Spence from The Marcliffe
in this months edition of the
#Business Bulletin

Following an entertaining session, attendees found out that
one of them was sitting on a "lucky chair".

AGCC Research
@AGCCresearch
What would you do if you were #PMfor1day?
Enter our competition to win 2 @calsleeper
tickets! buff.ly/1TfGNoF @chambertalk
GentlemenoftheRoad
@PinkBambridge
Looking forward to a team-focused
morning today with AGCC @chambertalk
#teamchallenge
Bronwyn Gall
@BronwynGall
Great read about a local business from
my home town in Huntly
@DeansShortbread in @chambertalk
Business Bulletin

Pictured is an action shot of lucky lady Sheila Hamilton of
T.I.P.S training who was delighted to discover she was the
winner.
Sheila Hamilton of
T.I.P.S training

There is a chance to win every month from April to
December, so look out for details of how to win the next
pair of tickets - supplied courtesy pf Caledonian Sleeper through @chambertalk or on our website at agcc.co.uk
- The promotion is free to members to enter and no purchase is necessary
- Date of travel is subject to availability
- Tickets must be claimed within one year of notification.

Join the coversation
@chambertalk
@AGCCevents
@AGCCtraining
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Training
Calendar
August
Date

Course

10
Mon

Development of Competence Based Systems (1/2 day)
Get the first steps on the road to an effective in-house competence
management system

11
Tue

Customer Service Excellence
Excel at customer service, both internal and external

12
Wed

Interviewing using Behavioural Competence Approach
Ensure that you assess competence at the interview - before it's too late

13
Thu

Advanced Presentations
Add polish and professionalism to your presentation skills

13
Thu

Taking Notes and Minutes
Record meetings effectively and accurately with high-quality mintues

17
Mon

INCO Terms (1/2 day)
International Commercial Terms - understand the benefits and implications for
the buyer and seller

18
Tue

Finance for Projects
Get 'hands on' Excel and use Earned-Value to monitor costs

18
Tue

Time Management
'Get your act together'

18
Tue

Leadership to Success (2 days)
Maximise your impact as a leader through an interactive exploration of your
potential

19
Wed

Managing Stakeholders
Develop pratical approaches to stakeholder identification and segmentation as
a prelude to designing appropriate relationships with stakeholders

19
Wed

Writing Compelling Web Content
Impress your audience and make them take action

19
Wed

Inductions - Getting it Right
Maximise effectiveness for both the organisations and new employee

20
Thu

Understanding Oil and Gas Indistry (1/2 day)
Gain a greater understanding of how the industry is structured and operates

20
Thu

Essential Supervisory Skills
Bridge the gap between doing and supervising

20
Thu

Improve Processes: Save Money (2 days)
Improve operational effectiveness with successful processes

For more information
Susan Staniforth
T 01224 343917
E susan.staniforth@agcc.co.uk
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"Working with the
Chamber has been
excellent... it has
really gone a long
way to improving
our performance
and influencing the
behaviour of our
workforce"
Richard Begbie,
Director of HSE & Risk,
Scotia Homes
See the whole story
http://bit.ly/1DOLn7B

—

Vocational
Qualifications

Scottish Vocational
qualifications are based on
standards of work-based
competence, designed
by Sector Skills Council in
partnership with industry
and awarding bodies. There
are no tests or exams,
competence is assessed
in the candidate's own
workplace.

For full course
listings visit
www.agcc.co.uk/
courses

August
Date

Event

Time

20
Thu

Business Benefits of CSR
Thistle Altens, Aberdeen

7am - 9am

25
Tue

Vanguard Lunch
Thistle Caledonian, Aberdeen

12pm - 2.30pm

26
Wed

Maximise your Membership
AGCC, Aberdeen

11.45am - 2pm

Save the dates

Northern Star
Business Awards
2015
Finalists Reception

Thursday September 17, 2015
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Events
Calendar

Awards Ceremony

Thursday September 24, 2015

September

Table Prices

Date

Event

Time

4
Fri

City Connections
Aberdeen FC, Aberdeen

11.45am - 2pm

Member Table of 12
£1650 (+VAT)
Non-member Table of 12
£1890 (+VAT)

8
Tue

OE15: Inspiration and aspiration
AECC, Aberdeen

7.30am - 9.30am

Book online at
www.agcc.co.uk/networking-events

10
Thu

Offshore Europe Evening Reception
AGCC, Aberdeen

5.30pm - 7.30pm

17
Thu

Northern Star Business Awards - Finalists
reception
Thainstone House Hotel, Aberdeenshire

4.30pm - 6.30pm

24
Thu

Northern Star Business Awards
AECC, Aberdeen

6.30pm - 12.30am

28
Mon

Sean Fitzpatrick On Leadership
Ardoe House Hotel & Spa, Aberdeen

6pm - 9pm

Sponsorship Opportunities

To find out more about the sponsorship
opportunities available email
seona.shand@agcc.co.uk

@AGCCevents
www.northernstarawards.co.uk
Principal sponsor:

Book events online at www.agcc.co.uk/networking-events

Thanks to our sponsors

For ALL your print
and promotional
requirements
Litho Print

|

Digital Print

Hareness Road, Altens Industrial Estate,
Aberdeen AB12 3LE

T: 01224 875987
E: info@compassprint.co.uk
www.compassprint.co.uk
|

Signs & Labels

|

Exhibition & Display

|

Promotional Gifts
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On the
Move

Moira Gordon

Tracie Watson

Brian Dyce

George Chalmers

Senior surveyor Moira
Gordon has returned to
the Aberdeen office of
FG Burnett as part of the
agency team after an
absence of two years.

QuEnSH Specialists Ltd has
appointed Tracie Watson to
the new post of managing
director.

Safetest Compliance
Services Ltd has appointed
Brian Dyce as business
development manager.

Keenan Recycling has
appointed George Chalmers
as health and safety
manager.

She will guide the company
through a planned period
of international growth and
development.

Brian previously held
a number of business
development roles in the
North-east and will be
tasked with developing
key accounts throughout
Scotland.

Mr Chalmers has more than
25 years experience in the
industrial sector having
previously worked for a large
logistics company.

She was previously
employed as part of the
valuations team.

Mandy Watson

Ben Dempster

Alex Cain, Scott Laing and Mike Ironside

Mandy Watson has been
appointed as head of public
sector at Ryden.

Aberdeen International
Airport has appointed Ben
Dempster as operations
director.

MSIS has increased its business development team
in Aberdeenshire with a number of key managerial
appointments as it gears up for significant overseas
expansion and continues to grow its UKCS position.

Ben will be responsible for a
number of key functions at
the airport including airfield
operations, security, terminal
operations, engineering and
the airport fire and rescue
service.

Scott Laing, Alex Cain, Mike Ironside and Sarah Brown have
been appointed to support the Inverurie-based company’s
plans to break into the Middle-Eastern and West African
markets.

Previously an associate,
Watson has 11 years of
experience working with
a range of clients such as
Glasgow City Council and
Irvine Bay Regeneration
Company.
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Tracie was former managing
director at Cresent where,
over 25 years, she oversaw
the international growth of
the company.

The appointments follow a period of high activity within
MSIS’ operations. Recently, the firm invested over £1m in its
rental fleet and a new facility in Aberdeenshire within the
Kirkwood Commercial Park in Inverurie.

ARE YOU ON THE MOVE?
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Let us know at
business.bulletin@agcc.co.uk

Jim Mann, Danny Innes and Paul Ritchie

Craig Hutcheon and Steven Mearns

Plexus has appointed four key members of staff as it
continues its global expansion.

Chartered accountants Craig Hutcheon & Steven Mearns
have both left high profile senior finance roles in the oil
service sector to create Hutcheon Mearns Accounting and
Finance Consulting.

It is focused on entering new product markets and
geographies and the sales team has been strengthened by
the appointment of Adrian Bones and Jim Mann as sales and
business development account managers.
Danny Innes moves into the same role through internal
progression.

Commenting on their move, Craig said: “Steven and I have
formed Hutcheon Mearns to provide flexible, exceptional,
talented qualified accounting support for our clients’
projects, interim assignments, permanent recruitment and
ad-hoc strategic advice.”

Paul Ritchie has joined the management team as group
financial controller.

Paul Betteridge

Dave Newbigging

TCO, a provider of well
completion technologies
to the global oil and gas
industry, has appointed Paul
Betteridge as managing
director for its UK division.

Oil and gas service company
QTEC has appointed Dave
Newbigging to the newly
established role of business
manager to help drive the
firm’s continued expansion
into overseas markets.

Mr Betteridge has more
than 35 years’ experience in
the energy sector, working
for a number of different
companies and has spent
time in the Middle East,
Norway and South East Asia.

Originally from Inverness,
Dave has been based in
Aberdeen for the past nine
years working in business
development and resourcing
roles in the energy sector.

Andy Kay, Davie McKelvie, Alan Milne, Iain
Young, Graham Travis, Andy van Vloten Martin,
Ross Milne and Russell Ingram
Specialist oil and gas industry fire safety protection company
Blaze Manufacturing Solutions, which is headquartered
in Laurencekirk, has added eight members of staff to its
workforce as it continues to secure contracts with major
companies.
Russell Ingram has been appointed fire and safety manager;
Davie McKelvie as technical authority; Iain Young as fire and
safety lead designer; Alan Milne as contracts co-ordinator;
and Graham Travis as fire and safety estimator.
Andy Kay, Andy van Vloten Martin and Ross Milne take roles
as fire and safety engineers.
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New
Members
2 Circles Communications Northeast Ltd

Greystones Subsea Ltd

Telecommunication services - fixed line/mobile/internet

Management and technical services for subsea pipeline systems.
Specialising in CRA/CLAD pipelines

Global House
Regent Quay
Aberdeen
AB11 5AS
T 01224 228068
E daniela@2circlespartner.com
W www.2circlesnortheast.co.uk
C Daniela Stanica – Operations and Marketing Manager

_

Carnegie Knox
Accountants to SME and contractors

R & A House
Blackburn Business Park
Blackburn
Aberdeen
AB21 0PS
T 08452 355555
E alana@pipeline-accounts.co.uk
W www.pipeline-accounts.co.uk
C Alana Innes - Client Manager

_

Caunce O Hara Insurance Brokers
Commercial Insurance Brokers

48 Queens Road
Aberdeen
AB15 4YE
T 01224 392322
E stevelewis@caunceohara.co.uk
W www.caunceohara.co.uk
C Steve Lewis - Account Director

_

Event-TM
Technical services for corporate and social events

4 Links Street
Aberdeen
AB11 5EX
T 01224 518200
E tim@event-tm.co.uk
W www.event-tm.co.uk
C Tim Barker - Director

3rd Floor
Riverside House
Riverside Drive
Aberdeen
AB11 7LH
T 07736 602206
E vaughan.mitchell@greystonessubsea.com
W www.greystonessubsea.com
C Vaughan Mitchell - Quality Manager / Director

_

Henry Boot Developments
125 year old property development company

Corunna House
Ground Floor
Suite A, 39 Cadogan Street
Glasgow
G2 7AB
T 01413 751400
E hbdl@henryboot.co.uk
W www.henrybootdevelopments.co.uk
C Nick Harris - Director

_

Mearns & Company
Chartered financial planners providing award winning financial advice to a
range of private clients, employers, trustees and professional partners.

Baird House
4 Lower Gilmore Bank
Edinburgh Quay
Edinburgh
EH3 3QP
T 01312 217910
E catherine@mearnscompany.com
W www.mearnscompany.com
C Catherine Bell - Operations Director

_

No 10 Bar & Restaurant
Currently undergoing a major refurbishment, No.10 Bar & Restaurant,
located in the heart of the city centre, is soon to be one of Aberdeen’s
leading dining establishments. Follow our journey as we take No.10 into a
new era! #changeiscoming

10 Queens Terrace
Aberdeen
AB10 1XL
T 01224 631928
E info@no10aberdeen.co.uk
W www.no10aberdeen.com
C Jillian Sheran - Marketing Manager
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Scrabster Harbour Trust

PlastiPrint 3D Ltd provides tailored precision 3D printing services to the oil
and gas industry. If you need a model of your latest drill bit, downhole tool
or a cutaway of a BOP ram stack to assist in training then we can sort you
out with the 3D print you require. We offer a full 3D CAD service and a full
range of surface finishes based on your requirements. Further information
can be found at www.PlastiPrint3D.com or contact us at enquiries@
PlastiPrint3D.com

Port Authority

Quarryhead
Skelmuir
Mintlaw
Aberdeenshire
AB42 5AB

T 01847 892779
E sandy.mackie@scrabster.co.uk
W www.scrabster.co.uk
C Sandy Mackie - Trust Manager

T 01771 703403
E gary@PlastiPrint3D.com
W www.PlastiPrint3D.com
C Gary Cairns – Director

Team Recruitment

_

Q Tech Solutions Ltd
Provision of HSEQ management consultancy and training services
including: ISO9001 Quality management, ISO14001 Environmental
management, OHSAS18001 Health & Safety management, Training services
- tutor led and web based and Dangerous Goods Safety Advisers

15 Bruntland Court
Portlethen
Aberdeen
AB12 4UQ

Harbour Office
Scrabster
Caithness
KW14 7UJ

_

Recruitment company, established in 1997 with a successful trade record
in providing specialist personnel to clients across the energy industry,
operating across the UK and globally. 5 key divisions: Commercial,
Engineering, Executive, Offshore and Trades

506-508 Union Street
Aberdeen
AB10 1TT
T 01224 561177
E lynne.duncan@teamrecruitment.co.uk
W www.teamrecruitment.co.uk
C Lynne Duncan - Managing Director

_

The Lens

T 01224 783379
E info@qtsltd.com
W www.qtsltd.com
C Geoff Cutler - Managing Director / HSEQ Consultant

The Lens encourages entrepreneurship in mission driven organisations
through investment, incubation and accelerator programmes.

RQT Precision Engineering Ltd

T 07717 535917
E steve.mccreadie@aberlour.org.uk
W www.lensperspectives.org.uk
C Steve McCreadie - CEO

_

Engineering services, design consultancy, and manufacturing services

Units 5-7
Wellheads Road
Farburn Industrial Estate
Dyce
Aberdeen
AB21 7HG
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PlastiPrint 3D Ltd

C/O Robertson House
158 Bath Street
Glasgow

T 01224 774013
E ds@rqtprecision.co.uk
W www.rqtprecision.co.uk
C David Scalley - Managing Director

_

Scottish Traditional Boat Festival
Community Social Enterprise

The Salmon Bothy
Links Road
Portsoy
Banff
AB45 2SS
T 01261 842951
E contact@stbfportsoy.com
W www.stbfportsoy.com
C Roger Goodyear – Chairman

Welcome
to the Chamber
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Following elections at our AGM
in June, the Chamber has a new
policy council. The council works
with the Chamber team to develop
Chamber policy and opinion on
issues important to the business
community.
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Policy
Council
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Ian Yuill
Councillor,
Aberdeen City
Council

Barry Fraser
Executive director,
EY

Colin Campbell
Managing director,
Langstane Press

Graeme Watt
Director,
FG Burnett

Eileen McBay
Sales manager,
Eastern Airways

Beverly Tricker
Managing director,
Tricker PR

Kevin McCormick
Director,
ARCHIE Foundation

Bill Beattie
Owner,
Bill BT Ltd

Carl Hodson
Commercial
director,
Bluesky Business
Space

Graeme Allan
Managing partner,
Anderson, Anderson
& Brown LLP

Belinda Miller
Head of economic
development,
Aberdeenshire
Council

Alex Drummond
Senior area
manager,
Aberdeen & North
Scotland Mid
Markets, Bank of
Scotland

Tim Smith
Vice president,
Communications &
External Affairs,
BP Plc

Simpson Buglass
Partner,
Graham & Sibbald

Alan Rowe
Food and drink
industry specialist,
University of
Aberdeen

Carolyn
Maniukiewicz
Director,
Ideas in Partnership
Ltd

Craig Stevenson
Centre manager,
Bon Accord & St
Nicholas Shopping
Centre

John Michie
Partner,
Charles Michie
Chemists

Derick Murray
Director,
Nestrans

George Thom
Director,
RBS Business
Banking

Duncan Cameron
Group performance
director,
ARR Craib

Gary Craig
Chief executive,
Aberdeen Inspired

Stephen Hepburn
Head of business
& private banking
centre - Clydesdale
Bank

Philip Smith
Regional director,
Aberdeen City
& Shire - Visit
Scotland

Fiona Mann
Director of operations
and safety, Aberdeen
Exhibtion &
Conference Centre

James Dunphy
Study skills & access
unit coordinator,
Robert Gordon
University

Jennifer Stanning
External affairs
manager,
Oil and Gas UK

